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1 Recruit and Onboard Homeworkers?

10 Key Operational Challenges

HOW DO YOU.....

Key Considerations

• Define ideal homeworker profiles for the roles you are recruiting
• Determine your recruitment pool (national/ local/ sector specific)
• Select the most appropriate recruitment advertising channels
• Make use of psychometric (and other) software and systems
• Set up and operate virtual assessment/ recruitment centres
• Define induction and on-boarding processes

The Sensée Solution
Recruiting the right people is about more than just attracting 
people with the right skills. A candidate’s office space and security 
set-up is very important too, as is their motivation to work- from-
home.  Sensée has a comprehensive solution for recruitment and 
on-boarding that covers everything from selecting recruitment 
advertising channels to candidate profiling, eLearning and virtual 
classroom training. Our solution delivers a complete assessment of 
candidates’ suitability to homework, and conducts virtual 
candidate (and home office) assessments.  Additional information 
on Sensée’s ASSETS™ remote recruitment and training platform 
can be found here.

https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-assets.html#technology


2 Maintain visibility of
homeworking activities?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• Confirm people are at their workstations
• Ensure they are working 100% of the time
• Lock down social media activities
• Track user activity
• Monitor for mental health and well being
• Track telephony and customer contact activity/ real time dashboards

The Sensée Solution
Traditional Workforce Management (WFM) platforms provide information on real time 
adherence, occupancy etc. but that is not sufficient to effectively monitor visibility in a 
homeworking environment.  The Sensée WFM solution goes further.  It enables managers to 
view an extensive range of comms and performance-related dashboard stats, as well as check 
what apps advisors are using, whether they are connected to Wi-Fi, if their anti-virus and IT 
security is up to date, and more. We monitor and maintain mental well-being via a weekly 
survey that focuses on how remote workers are performing and the support they are 
receiving. In addition, our eCollaboration platform - always manned by a Team Leader while 
advisors are on shift - is used to assist live queries and reach out to support advisors’ welfare. 
From a security perspective, we are constantly vigilant to ensure that no bad practice occurs 
(such as accessing undesirable websites) and ‘whitelist’ authorised websites while advisors are 
on shift. Additional information on our LiveDesk™ eCollaboration and Management solution 
can be found here.  Information on our TeamTonic® micro-staffing, remote monitoring and 
self-rostering solution can be found here.  

https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-teamtonic.html#technology
https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-livedesk.html#technology


3 Manage Performance?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• Create a Performance Management Framework for homeworkers
• Set appropriate Key Performance Indicators
• Set Personal Development Plans
• Compare performance, quality, productivity with in-house teams
• Motivation and quality/productivity improvement techniques
• What else should you be measuring?

The Sensée Solution
While it’s important that the same Performance Management metrics are applied to both 
your work-at-home and in-house advisors, a more robust Framework is required to get the 
most from homeworking. This Framework must be both proactive (so that everything from 
advisor hours to coaching and huddles are well planned) and reactive (i.e. responsive to 
advisors who require immediate support). Consistency is key to effectively managing 
homeworkers and ensuring that managers follow up on specific objectives within Personal 
Development Plans.  Just because managers can’t physically see homeworkers doesn’t 
mean they aren’t visible.  The Sensée coaching platform enables managers to track 
performance, monitor objectives, and collect feedback.  Effective absence management is 
also important to ensure that the correct support is available and that trends are identified 
and resolved. Our WFM platform is able to track downtime and monitor factors that create 
issues with productivity, adherence or advisor morale. Further information on the 
TeamTonic® micro-staffing, remote monitoring and self-rostering solution can be found 
here.  For additional information on Sensée’s Performance Management Framework please 
email performance.management@sensee.co.uk

mailto:performance.management@sensee.co.uk


4 Communicate with homeworkers?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• What are the best channels for important company updates?
• Real time and asynchronous communication within teams
• Regular communication techniques (to prevent sense of isolation)
• Support advisors in stressful situations
• The virtual workplace
• Social interaction channels between team members

The Sensée Solution

One of the most common mistakes organisations make when switching to work-at-home 
advisors is to think that their in-house technology systems will work in a homeworking setting 
just because they are ‘in the cloud’.  They won’t.  A new approach to remote worker 
communications is required that delivers remote team management, virtual face-to-face 
sessions for coaching, live support and escalations, remote surveying & feedback, and more. 
Variety in how you communicate with home-based advisors is key to this engagement.  In 
other words, you must think beyond email.  Our platforms create communications that are 
both interactive and personal.  Our virtual offices (where coaching sessions and huddles take 
place) have multiple functions to help engagement and promote understanding, and the use 
of webcams is vital in helping Support and Management staff understand a person’s level of 
engagement and state-of-mind.  All advisors on shift are required to log into the Sensée 
communications platform. By typing a query into the chat box, they will receive immediate 
live support - or they can use private messages to chat privately in breakout rooms with 
members of the support or management team.  The platform is also used for company-wide 
announcements and engagement pieces such as competitions.  Team members also use 
enterprise networking tools for social interactions. Additional information on Sensée’s 
LiveDesk™ eCollaboration and Management solution can be found here.

https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-livedesk.html#technology
https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-livedesk.html%23technology


5 Train homeworkers?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• In house training, virtual training, or both?
• Support new recruits through remote induction training
• Conduct remote product and customer service training
• Select the right software training platform
• Measure training success
• Ensure participation during virtual training sessions

The Sensée Solution
While many organisations deploying HomeAgents opt for in-house 
training methods, virtual training is becoming an increasingly 
important part of the mix.  Indeed, according to the 2020 UK 
HomeAgent Survey, 97 per cent of all homeworkers have so far 
experienced virtual training.  Sensée delivers a complete virtual 
training solution via its Virtual Training Room solution including 
PPTs, chat boxes, webcams, polls, an engage-o-meter, and white 
boards.  For further information on Sensée’s Virtual Training Room 
solution please email virtual.training@sensee.co.uk 

mailto:virtual.training@sensee.co.uk


6 Ensure your homeworking
environment is compliant?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

•  Do homeworkers have a suitable space in the house?
•  Meeting health and safety regulations
•  Taking card payments without advisers seeing or hearing card details (PCI-DSS compliance)
•  Compliance with ISO standards
•  FCA compliance for homeworkers

The Sensée Solution
Because your in-house operations have achieved industry compliance doesn’t mean that 
your home-based operation will be compliant.  Indeed, if you are involved in Financial 
Services or your advisers take card payments over-the-phone, then your work-at-home 
compliance requirements can be onerous.  Sensée’s specialist homeworking solutions have 
achieved ISO27001 accreditation and both PCI-DSS and GDPR compliance. The process of 
ensuring that advisor environments are compliant starts with a comprehensive 32 question 
health and safety assessment, conducted via webcam, when advisors start. These questions 
cover everything about their home office environment and security, including Light & 
Temperature, Electrical Installation, Workstation Set Up and Computer Screen.  If any of 
our requirements are not met, advisors are not able to resume work.  Advisors must have a 
secluded and quiet environment to work from that promotes client security and minimises 
the risk of data breaches. Advisors can be set up to take card payments in a variety of ways 
(pause/resume, DTMF masking etc.) dependent on client requirements. Data security is 
also hugely important. We operate a clear desk policy with no mobile phones allowed in 
the office.  Annual reviews take place to ensure our policies are strictly adhered to. For 
further information on CloudWorks, our complete technology advisor ecosystem, please 
visit our website.

www.sensee.co.uk


7 Ensure your homeworking
environment is secure?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• Ensure the safety of customer data
• Infrastructure and system security
• Workstation and home set-up security
• Protect against computer viruses and phishing scams
• ISO27001 information security compliance
• GDPR compliance
• Broadband quality and security

The Sensée Solution

As any Infosec person will tell you, homeworking is not for the fainthearted and can create a 
realm of IS nightmares. At the HomeAgent PC level, for example, how do you ensure a 
machine is clean, free of viruses, spyware, malware etc.? There are also a host of other 
system and infrastructure level considerations around: home office physical security and 
privacy, application access control, connectivity & cryptology, compliance governance, and 
more.  Sensée’s comprehensive Security Framework addresses all these issues, while our 
SafeOS solution turns any Windows machine into a secure thin client with 2 Factor 
Authentication, Schedule Access and encrypted connections. Antivirus protection is installed 
on all advisers’ computers and we perform regular updates as and when needed. This 
ensures tight infosecurity and removes the risk of it expiring without advisors renewing.  Our 
technology platforms continually monitor on-shift advisors, confirming what protection they 
have in place, preventing emails from 3rd parties, and blocking advisor access to 
unauthorised web sites. For further information on CloudWorks, our complete technology 
ecosystem, please visit our website.

https://www.sensee.co.uk


8 Deliver homeworking work-life-balance
benefits (such as split shifts)?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• Schedule work around other daily priorities
• Introduce shift bidding
• Schedule for split shifts
• Micro-schedule
• The role work-from-home can play in meeting seasonal and daily contact peaks
• Separate home and work life

The Sensée Solution
Almost three-quarters of HomeAgents initially chose to work-from-home to have a better 
work-life-balance (WLB) according to the 2020 UK HomeAgent survey, with over two-thirds 
choosing homeworking because it means no travel-to-work.  It’s for this reason that 
flexibility, self-scheduling and the ability to operate split (and micro) shifts are at the heart 
of our specialist workforce planning and scheduling platform. The Sensée solution opens 
the door to a wide pool of talent that would not otherwise be able to hold down a normal 
office job. With split shifts and a variety of Minimum Contracted Hours available, our 
people are able to work around their other daily tasks, bidding for the hours that they want 
from team schedules prepared each week around client requirements. The total hours they 
work is a combination of mandatory hours and self-selected hours.  Hours are booked in 
30-minute intervals with a maximum shift length of 6 hours.  A shift swap policy is also
operated.  The final element of our WLB solution is best practice advice, provided to all our
work-at-home advisors about how best to enjoy the freedom and flexibility that working for
Sensée can deliver.  Additional information on TeamTonic® can be found here.

https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-teamtonic.html%23technology
https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-teamtonic.html%23technology
https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-teamtonic.html#technology


9 Enable real-time collaboration?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• Create a virtual workspace
• Create an effective Employee Engagement and Motivation strategy
• Engender a sense of team spirit
• Fun, competition, quizzes
• Assist colleague in real time
• Knowledge management systems for homeworkers

The Sensée Solution
Earlier in this eBook we stressed how important virtual communications was to the success 
of homeworking.  Communications can take many forms but a key one is real-time 
collaboration (RTC).  Effective RTC is essential to both maintaining performance and 
monitoring the health and well being of remote workers and is at the heart of our 
employee engagement activities.  The Sensée LiveDesk™ eCollaboration and 
Management solution delivers extensive RTC capabilities including Team Rooms, remote 
team management, virtual face-to-face coaching, and remote team engagement activities. 
Maintaining a sense of work community is just as important in virtual operations as it is in 
the bricks and mortar world. In fact, perhaps more so to calm fears of social isolation. This 
principle is upheld within LiveDesk, with advisors reassured by always having a Team 
Leader on hand to assist with queries and any personal concerns.  It is also a place to get 
to know colleagues (via social chat).  We hold virtual games nights within our virtual offices 
- with activities ranging from quizzes, bingo, catchphrase, scavenger hunts and more.
Additional information on LiveDesk™ can be found here.

https://www.sensee.co.uk/business/cloudworks-livedesk.html#technology


10 Manage homeworkers?

10 Key Operational Challenges

Key Considerations

• Day-to-day management in a homeworking setting
• Communication management
• Performance Management
• Quality monitoring
• On-boarding and on-going training
• Address issues of isolation and mental health

The Sensée Solution

It’s often said that to successfully manage a remote team, you need to adopt a virtual mindset 
across everything that you do: recruitment, on-boarding, management, training, infosecurity, 
performance management, compliance and more.  Sensée’s dedicated turnkey ecosystem 
gives full visibility control and security across the entire employee lifecycle - ensuring your 
organisation can realise the full productivity, ethical and cost benefits of homeworking, while 
employees enjoy a substantially better work-life-balance (and other benefits).  In addition, 
Sensée has adopted a One Team strategy across the business to minimise the risk of 
homeworker isolation (which can negatively impact both motivation and productivity). This 
approach gives advisors time to get to know the people they work with, from immediate 
colleagues to the full Support and Management team. We also set expectations as to what is 
required, and how we intend to support team members.  This includes encouraging them to 
follow a virtual journey before starting work so that they turn up to work in the right mindset 
and without any niggling IT, operational or other issues.  For further information on 
CloudWorks, our complete technology ecosystem, please visit our
website.

T: 0208 996 5842
E: marketing@sensee.co.uk
www.sensee.co.uk

www.sensee.co.uk



